WorldCat Local Install Notice
Install date: Sunday, February 13, 2011‐02‐09

Local Holdings Record Display and Links
In November, we expanded the display Local Holdings Record (LHR) data on WorldCat Local detailed
records from serials to all item types. LHR display can be enabled on the ‘OPAC Statuses, Locations and
Circulation Policies’ module in Service Config (seen below in Figure A).

With the February install, we are adding the ability to configure LHR elinks to display on the Search
(Brief) Results page (seen below in Figure B). LHR eLink (856) configuration is available on the ‘Full Text
and Open Access Links’ module in Service Config (seen below in Figure C). Moving these links forward
to the Search Results page supports our goal to place one‐click access to information as early as possible
in the discovery process. We will be adding the coding for the functionality with the February 13 install,
but you will not be able to see the links until Monday, February 14.

Service Config Modules

Figure A – Enable LHR

Figure B ‐‐ LHR link displaying on the Search (Brief) Results page:

Figure C –Enable elink on Brief Results

LHR Data display
We have worked to improve the display in WorldCat Local of detailed holdings in the LHR records. In
general, summary field should display once for each library symbol. We have improved the display of
location, call number and public notes based on data in the detailed holdings fields (86x and 87x fields)
of the Local Holdings Records. This data is very much unique to each institution and that will make a
difference in what is displayed.

508, 511, 518 fields
We are now displaying MARC fields 508, 511 and 518 from master bib record on the detailed record

Interoperation with OLIB for Availability and Place Hold
WorldCat Local now interoperates with OCLC’s OLIB integrated library system to display real‐time
availability information and to place holds. This extends the range of ILS with which WorldCat Local can
interoperate, making it possible for OLIB libraries to offer WorldCat Local as their discovery solution.

